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home stretch
When you’re coming up with the perfect 
seating solution for your living room, you’re 
bound to consider the possibility of a 
sectional. With a variety of shapes, sizes and 
styles to choose from, there’s a design out 
there for everyone.

You can’t deny the allure of having a lounge 
that invites one and all to spread out and 
settle in. As long as you find a configuration 
that fits your space, you’re absolutely golden. 

As we highlight the best of our sectional 
selection in this catalog, we’re confident you’ll 
encounter plenty of inspiration for relaxation. 
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material world
Sectionals are not only diverse when it comes to their configuration options, they 

also differ in the types of materials they’re crafted with. Whether covered in fabric or 
leather upholstery, these designs offer more luxury than your typical sofa/loveseat/

chair combo. The ability for multiple people to enjoy all at once makes life easier, 
cozier and better all around.

01. 256183 GREER  Grey Leather 2pc Sectional w/ Right Arm Facing Chaise & Left Arm Facing Loveseat 

01.
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hidden treasures
 

We love a sectional that can surprise you, and our Dante collection is full of secrets to reveal. The design is actually a convertible 
configuration that transitions from daytime lounge to nighttime sleeper with a seamless pop-up mechanism. But that’s not all! 
Adjustable ratchet headrests transform the look to give you low-profile contemporary when down and casually comfortable

when up. Finally, there’s a storage chaise that allows you to tuck away sheets and blankets for impromptu overnights.

01. 271733 DANTE 3pc Convertible Sleeper Sectional w/ Right Arm Facing Storage Chaise

01.

tucked
away
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transformation nation
 
With modular designs like our Sagan sectional, there’s 
always more than meets the eye. A total of five pieces 
can be arranged to fit your space, and they have clips 
to hold them together. In addition to movable backrests 
that change the seat depth and removable headrests 
that add support, the collection includes an ottoman and 
armrest that can be used on the ends or in the middle 
to create a completely unique look. A power reclining 
component helps take lounging to the next level.

01. 262311 SAGAN 6pc Power Reclining Sectional w/ 2 Power Recliners & 1 Armrest
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cut to
the chaise
With two chaise lounges to 
unwind on, this version of 
the Cambrie sectional lets 
you live the dream. Soft, 
spacious surroundings make 
everyone feel at home, while 
casual, neutral upholstery fits 
easily anywhere. The ultimate 
relaxation destination for 
games and gatherings, this is 
where the magic happens.

01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set

01.

01. 266019 CAMBRIE  2pc Dual Chaise Sectional w/ Right Arm Facing Sofa Chaise
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01. 269123 GINGER  Grey 2pc Sectional w/ Right Arm Facing Chaise

hello, retro
 

Our Ginger sectional takes everything you love about mid-century design and multiplies it with a 
configuration where all are welcome. From tufted cushions to tapered legs, the important details are 

present and accounted for. Like the best blast from the past, this collection is inspired by the streamlined 
style of the 60s, yet it provides the modern-day comfort and space you need and deserve.

01.
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make it special
 
Many of our sectional collections are part of our 
Special Order Upholstery program, which means you 
can customize the configuration and color to fit your 
taste and space at no extra cost. Bring home the 
perfect design for your room – whether it’s big and bold 
or small and neutral. 

01. 275233 DELANO   Scarlett Sofa Chaise

01.

Merit
Scarlet

GET IT 
NOW: Customize

In store or
online up to 40 color choices. View All
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power player
In addition to power reclining components and adjustable headrests that tailor 
comfort to you, this high-tech sectional includes USB ports, so you can charge 

devices up while you wind down. Tailored upholstery, clean lines and sleek metal 
legs keep the look fresh and modern for exceedingly stylish living rooms.

01. 241991 MADDIE  Grey 2pc Sectional w/ Left Arm Facing Chaise

01.

stay plugged in
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254053 Dunkin End Table 92071 Panel Dark Brown Tree Floor Screen 293352 Gold Iron Bar Cart

262818 Wood Wicker Wall Mirror 285973 Brown Leather Square Pouf Ottoman

276388 Gold Metal Vase With Handle 227479 Table Lamp- Geo Shape Concrete 282066 Black Vertical Lines Planter With Saucer

finish line
Even the most stylish sectionals require the assistance of accessories 

to bring the look home. Fortunately, we have plenty of complementary 
touches to enliven and enrich your space. Shop on. 

277968 Snake Dance With Birch Frame 260854 Accent Pillow-Color Block Teal/Rust

accessory 
party

274674  Rustic Wood + Glass Candle Holder



Stay connected @livingspaces

    

Visit livingspaces.com to 
check out our entire selection. 

SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE

01. 217175 KORO  Outdoor 5pc Sectional w/ 3 Corners

01.


